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Abstract
Long-term erosional modifications of the relatively simple morphology of scoria Ž‘cinder’. cones are ideally suited for
study by field and computer-simulation methods. A series of temporally-distinct cones in the San Francisco and Springerville
volcanic fields of Arizona provides the foundation for documenting the degradational evolution of scoria cones in a
semi-arid climate. Progressive changes due to erosion are illustrated by the systematic decrease with increasing age of
various morphometric parameters, including scoria cone height, cone heightrwidth ratio Ž HcorWco ., crater depthrwidth
ratio, and slope angle. For example, Holocene–latest Pleistocene cones in the San Francisco field have a mean HcorWco
value of 0.178 " 0.041, a mean maximum slope angle of 29.7 " 4.28, and a mean average slope angle of 26.4 " 7.38,
whereas the group of Pliocene cones have values of 0.077 " 0.024, 20.5 " 5.88, and 8.7 " 2.78, respectively. Comparative
morphology of scoria cones is a potentially useful dating tool for mapping volcanic fields.
In order to better understand the degradational modifications of these volcanic landforms, we have developed a numerical
approach to simulate the surficial processes responsible for the erosion of a typical scoria cone. The simulation algorithm can
apply either a linear diffusion-equation model or a model with a nonlinear transport law. Using a finite-difference
formulation, the simulation operates upon a three-dimensional scoria cone input as a matrix of elevation values. Utilizing
both field and model results, the correlation between changing HcorWco value, cone age, and computer time step was
expressed graphically to derive comprehensive values of the transport or diffusion coefficient Ž Df . for both volcanic fields.
For the San Francisco volcanic field, Df had a calculated value of 21.4 m2rkyr for the linear model and 5.3 mrkyr for the
nonlinear model, while for the Springerville volcanic field Df had a calculated value of 24.4 m 2rkyr for the linear model
and 6.3 mrkyr for the nonlinear model. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: computer simulation; San Francisco volcanic field; Springerville volcanic field; scoria cones; cinder cones; diffusion;
geomorphological models; numerical simulation; surficial processes

1. Introduction
Most scoria cones Žalso known as cinder cones.
are conical structures of ballistically-ejected frag-
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ments topped by a bowl-shaped crater. These small
volcanoes are usually similar in structure and composition, and often cluster by the dozens or even
hundreds in volcanic fields or on the flanks of larger
volcanoes. They may be the most common volcanic
landform ŽWood, 1980a,b.. The degradational evolution of these cones can be correlated with the length
of time they have been exposed to erosion. The
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Fig. 1. Location of the San Francisco and Springerville volcanic
fields, AZ ŽUSA.. Outlines of the fields are from Moore and
Wolfe Ž1987., Newhall et al. Ž1987., Ulrich and Bailey Ž1987.,
and Wolfe et al. Ž1987a,b. for the San Francisco field and from
Condit et al. Ž1989. and Condit Ž1991. for the Springerville field.

progressive decrease in cone height Ž Hco ., cone
heightrwidth ratio Ž Hco rWco ., and slope angle with
increasing age is the basis for relative dating of
cones by comparative measurements. Extensive
fieldwork and topographic map measurements were
conducted to quantitatively document the morphometric changes associated with the erosional modification of scoria cones. The San Francisco and
Springerville volcanic fields of Arizona ŽFig. 1. were
the primary focus of this research because of their
accessibility, the publication of topographic and geologic maps, and the availability of a temporally-distinct population of scoria cones dated by a variety of
radiometric or other chronometric techniques. Examples of typical erosional modifications are illustrated
in Fig. 2.
We have also chosen a numerical approach to aid
our study of the changing morphology of these volcanic landforms. Linear and nonlinear diffusion-

Fig. 2. These photographs illustrate three examples in the progressive pattern of scoria cone erosion in the San Francisco volcanic
field, AZ. Ža. SP Mountain ŽV5703. is a 250-m-high cone that has
been dated at 71,000"4000 yr ŽBaksi, 1974.. As is typical for
‘youthful’ cones, it has steep slopes, a high Hco r Wco value, and
a bowl-shaped crater with a sharp rim Žnot visible.. View is to the
west. Žb. This unnamed cone ŽV3202. belongs to the early Pleistocene–late Pliocene age group. This view to the north displays a
profile that is more subdued than that for younger cones. The cone
no longer has a crater, but does have an extensive debris apron.
Žc. Unnamed cone ŽV2320. photographed looking northeast. This
cone is Pliocene in age and has been degraded to a shield-like hill
with low slope angles. The location of each scoria cone Žvent or
sample site. in the San Francisco field Žand also adopted for the
Springerville field. is identified by a four-digit numbering system,
as established by Moore and Wolfe Ž1987., Newhall et al. Ž1987.,
Ulrich and Bailey Ž1987., and Wolfe et al. Ž1987a,b.. The first
digit of the vent number represents the township Žsecond digit of
the township number., the second digit represents the range, and
the last two digits are the section number in which the site is
located. Therefore, cone Žor vent. number V5703 is in T.25N.,
R.7E., Section 3.
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equation models have been used to simulate the
slope processes that are responsible for the erosion
of a variety of landforms Že.g., Culling, 1960; Hirano, 1968; Hanks et al., 1984; Nash, 1984; Andrews
and Bucknam, 1987; Bursik, 1991.. The relatively
simple morphology and internal structure of scoria
cones is ideally suited for the study of their long-term
degradation by a diffusion-equation method because
they form rapidly and their original morphometric
parameters can be estimated with a reasonably high
degree of certainty compared to many other landforms. On a macroscopic scale in a geomorphologic
system, diffusion is the process by which matter
Že.g., soil, rock fragments, cinders. is transported by
random movements from one part of the system to
another driven by a potential field, in this case
elevation.
Incorporating the diffusion-equation method, a
computer model has been developed to simulate the
degradational evolution of scoria cones. This model
can utilize either a linear or a nonlinear diffusionequation algorithm expressed in finite-difference
form to operate upon a three-dimensional scoria cone
input as a matrix of elevation values. The linear
version of the model assumes that downslope movement is directly proportional to surface gradient to
the first power and simulates erosion by rainsplash
Žraindrop impact., soil creep, freeze–thaw movement, and bioturbation. Mathematically more complex, a nonlinear version of the model was developed
to address overland flow or slope wash processes.
Therefore, the simple dissection of cone flanks by
intermittent gully processes can be simulated by a
second version of the numerical model that accommodates slope wash with gullying. Computer simulation is an efficient methodology for modeling threedimensional landform modification under a variety
of assumptions, conditions, and cases. It is our objective to combine both field-based research and numerical modeling in the study of the degradational
changes of these volcanic landforms.

2. Previous research
Using a diagnostic scheme he first published in
1936, Colton Ž1967. classified the basaltic flows and
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scoria cones of the San Francisco volcanic field, AZ,
into five stages based upon degree of comparative
degradation and weathering Žoxidation of fragmentary material.. This may represent the first examination of the degradational changes over time of a
series of scoria cones. Segerstrom Ž1950, 1960, 1966.
studied in great detail the erosion of the historically
active Ž1943 to 1952. Parıcutin
scoria cone in the
´
Michoacan-Guanajuato
volcanic field of Mexico. He
´
noted that rill erosion had not started on the sides of
the cone and that the tephra was still too coarse and
permeable to permit surface flow of rainwater. He
further observed that the ash mantle covering both
the cone and surrounding terrain is gradually being
removed by raindrop splash, sheet wash, landsliding,
channel erosion, and deflation by wind. Porter Ž1972.
contributed one of the first studies to quantify the
relationships between the various morphometric parameters of scoria cones. He examined the morphology, distribution, and size frequency of the cones on
Mauna Kea, HI.
A few authors have employed comparative morphology of scoria cones within a chosen volcanic
field to establish a relative-age scheme or a relativeage scheme supplemented by chronometric dates.
Scott and Trask Ž1971. employed the maximum cone
slope angle and the ratio of cone radiusrcone height
to derive the relative morphologic ages for 15 cones
in the Lunar Crater volcanic field, NV. Bloomfield
Ž1975. studied the morphology of scoria cones as
well as lava flows in the Chichinautzin
volcanic field
´
of central Mexico. By using morphologic parameters, he devised a calibration scheme from radiocarbon dates of charcoal and paleosols to establish the
relative ages for 41 cones in this late Quaternary
field. Martin del Pozzo Ž1982. later determined the
geomorphologic parameters and relative-age assignments for 146 cones in a different region of the same
volcanic field.
Wood Ž1980b. made extensive measurements of
the geometry of scoria cones to conclude that it is
possible to roughly date cones by simple measurements of morphology. He also used simple models to
quantify cone degradation by erosion and mass wasting of material from cone flanks by subsequent lava
flows. He stressed the importance of climate on cone
erosion and that a study of cone morphology may
provide information on past climates.
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Other studies of scoria cone morphology include
Luhr and Carmichael Ž1981. who examined 11 late
Quaternary cones of the Colima volcanic complex,
Mexico, and devised a preliminary estimation of
their ages by comparing averaged maximum slope
angles. By utilizing morphologic parameters and radiocarbon dates of seven scoria cones in the Michoacan-Guanajuato
volcanic field of central Mex´
ico, Hasenaka and Carmichael Ž1985a,b. classified
78 of approximately 900 cones to be younger than
40,000 yr B.P. In a detailed geomorphologic study,
Dohrenwend et al. Ž1986. used K–Ar analyses to
date 11 cones in the Cima volcanic field, CA, and
provided an example of scoria cone degradation
under the current arid conditions of the Mojave
Desert. Examining the same group of cones, Renault
Ž1989. concluded that debris-flow, fluvial, and colluvial processes are the principal mechanisms by which
these cones degrade through time.

3. Geologic setting
In order to quantitatively document the erosional
modifications of scoria cones, fieldwork was conducted in the San Francisco and Springerville volcanic fields of Arizona. The San Francisco volcanic
field consists of late Miocene to Holocene volcanic
rocks resting upon Permian and Triassic sedimentary
deposits. The field extends approximately 110 km
east–west and 70 km north–south ŽFig. 3.. Previous
researchers have identified more than 600 volcanoes
with their associated lava or pyroclastic flows
ŽRobinson, 1913; Cooley, 1962; Hodges, 1962;
Breed, 1964; Colton, 1967; Damon et al., 1974;
Moore et al., 1974, 1976.. San Francisco Mountain,
the remnants of a large stratovolcano rising to an
elevation of 3850 m a.s.l. Žabove sea level., is the
dominant physiographic and volcanic feature in this
field. Sunset Crater and its associated eruptive prod-

Fig. 3. Distribution of the 237 scoria cones used in the morphometric analyses of the San Francisco volcanic field, AZ. San Francisco
Mountain is a stratovolcano composed of andesitic flows with dacitic and rhyolitic domes and flows. Scoria cones mentioned in the text are
labeled. Also shown near the city of Ash Fork is V2133, a Miocene–early Pliocene cone belonging to the informal ‘rim basalts’ group of
volcanic rocks that pre-date the San Francisco volcanic field.
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ucts are the youngest volcanic features in the region.
On the basis of dendrochronology, Smiley Ž1958.
determined that the eruption at Sunset Crater commenced A.D. 1064r1065. Cone distribution shows
an eastward migration of volcanism, as previously
identified by Luedke and Smith Ž1978. and Tanaka
et al. Ž1986.. Although volcanic landforms with a
basaltic composition are dominant, several intermediate to silicic volcanic centers have been recognized.
In 1976 the U.S. Geological Survey began a
geothermal research program to study the San Francisco field. The remanent magnetism of volcanic
rocks was determined for over 650 sites in the field
ŽTanaka et al., 1986, 1990.. In addition to the polarity of remanent magnetization, they examined K–Ar
ages, spatial and petrographic associations, stratigraphic relationships, and the state of preservation of
lava flows and scoria cones. These data were compiled into five 1:50,000-scale geologic maps covering the San Francisco volcanic field: Moore and
Wolfe Ž1987., Newhall et al. Ž1987., Ulrich and
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Bailey Ž1987., and Wolfe et al. Ž1987a,b.. Prior to
this research program, Moore and Wolfe Ž1976. had
published a geologic map of the eastern region of the
volcanic field. Collectively these maps provided the
chronostratigraphic units necessary for identifying
volcanic deposits, landforms, and cone age groups.
Approximately 400 volcanic vents have been
identified in the Springerville volcanic field, but it
does not contain silicic centers, high-silica flows, or
large composite volcanoes ŽCondit et al., 1989; Connor et al., 1992.. Most vent structures are scoria
cones, but there are also spatter cones, maar craters,
fissure vents, and small shield volcanoes. Our investigation only concentrates upon the scoria cones
from each field ŽFig. 4.. A geologic map has been
completed for the western part of the field ŽCondit,
1991., and another covers the entire field ŽCondit et
al., in press.. A dynamic digital ŽCD-ROM. version
of the map of the entire field is also available
ŽCondit, 1995.. Radiometric and chronostratigraphic
data are available in both Condit Ž1995. and Condit
et al. Žin press.. These data and maps show that

Fig. 4. Distribution of the 152 scoria cones used in the morphometric analyses of the Springerville volcanic field, AZ. Cerro Montoso
ŽV0621A. is the largest scoria cone in this field with a calculated height Ž Hco . of 286 m. Cones mentioned in the text are labeled.
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although some older volcanic materials have been
buried, most of the volcanic units range from 0.3 to
2.1 m.y. A study of the recurrence rates of volcanism
in the Springerville field by Condit and Connor
Ž1996. revealed a shift in the locus of magmatism
from west to east, but this trend is not as well-defined as in the San Francisco field.
Both volcanic fields are situated on the southern
margin of the Colorado Plateau. The climate over
most of the region is semi-arid, supporting pine
forests at higher elevations and pinyon-sagebrush
communities at lower elevations where precipitation
amounts are lower. The Springerville field has a
higher average elevation. This was determined by
measuring the average basal elevation for each of the
152 scoria cones for which detailed morphometry
was calculated. These cones had an average basal
elevation of 2293 m a.s.l. Ž7524 ft. compared to
2076 m a.s.l. Ž6811 ft. for the 237 cones with
detailed morphometric measurements in the San
Francisco field.
Mean annual precipitation, which increases with
elevation, is approximately 500 mm in Flagstaff Žat
an elevation of 2135 m a.s.l.. ŽSellers and Hill,
1974.. A network of climatological stations has allowed Sellers and Hill Ž1974. to plot average annual
precipitation contours, which show that the area
encompassed by each volcanic field receives between 15 in. Ž381 mm. and 25 in. Ž635 mm. of
precipitation annually.
Sellers and Hill Ž1974. also provide a comprehensive treatment of the climate of Arizona, some of
which is summarized here. From early July until
early September, afternoon thunderstorms develop
almost daily over the higher terrains. These convective storms are usually short-lived and are triggered
by moist, tropical air flowing into Arizona from the
Gulf of Mexico. Additional precipitation is provided
by winter frontal storms that enter the state from the
west after picking up moisture from the Pacific
Ocean. Most of this precipitation falls as snow.

4. Methods of geomorphologic analysis
Morphology and morphometry were determined
from topographic maps, field measurements, field

photographs, and aerial photographs. The topographic maps ŽDepartment of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey. have a scale of 1:24,000 and usually
a contour interval of 20 ft Žf 6 m.. Field measurements were made by standard surveying techniques.
In addition, this data base was supplemented by U.S.
Geological Survey Digital Elevation Models ŽDEMs..
Cone height Ž Hco . is defined as the difference
between average basal elevation and maximum crater
rim or summit elevation. Cone width or basal diameter ŽWco . is calculated as the average of the maximum and minimum basal diameters for each cone.
This is essentially the same methodology described
by Settle Ž1979. and employed by other researchers,
including Hasenaka and Carmichael Ž1985a,b.. The
debris apron is incorporated in Wco , although the
extent of the debris apron may become harder to
recognize in older cones as it mixes with Quaternary
alluvial deposits. ŽA constant volume was maintained
in our numerical simulations until material reached
the cells at the margin of the finite-difference grid
when it was removed at a rate proportional to material entering the Žkernel. cell to avoid artificial accumulation of material along grid margins.. Cone width
increases due to debris apron growth, but the apron
will gradually slow in its rate of growth and then
undergo a reduction in size as it also experiences
erosion ŽDohrenwend et al., 1986.. When lacking
field inspection, the spacing and inflections of contour lines on the topographic maps offer a reasonable
measure of the margins of a cone. The Hco rWco
ratio decreases with an increase in age as erosion
diminishes cone height by transporting material to
debris aprons surrounding the cone base.
Crater width or diameter ŽWcr . is defined as the
average of the maximum and minimum diameters of
the crater. Crater depth Ž Dcr . is designated as the
difference between maximum rim or summit elevation and the lowest elevation in the crater.
Although this research will focus most heavily
upon Hco rWco values, the decrease in the maximum
cone slope angle with an increase in age provides
another comparative morphometric measurement by
which to establish the relative ages of scoria cones.
Maximum cone slope angles can be measured in the
field, taken from aerial or field photographs ŽRay,
1960., or determined from the spacing of contour
lines on topographic maps. For most scoria cones,
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the maximum slope angle of unconsolidated lapilli,
cinders, and bombs is greatest when they are first
deposited. Erosional processes thereafter transport
material from the upper portion of the cone to debris
aprons and also into the crater itself. This advancement of erosion produces a gradual decrease in both
the average and maximum slope angle with time as
the cone becomes more rounded and the debris
aprons increase in size around the base and lower
flanks. Downslope transport degrades the cone so
that the maximum slope angle is less than the angle
of repose of the initial cone. Scott and Trask Ž1971.
were the first to identify the usefulness of this parameter for deriving relative cone ages.
Another indicator of changing morphology with
time is the average slope angle. For cones still
retaining a crater, the average cone slope angle Ž Save .
is defined by:
Save s tany1 2 Hcor Ž Wco y Wcr .

Ž 1a .

where Hco is cone height, Wco is cone width or
diameter, and Wcr is crater width or diameter. This is
the same equation used by Hasenaka and Carmichael
Ž1985b..
For older cones that have lost the crater to erosion, the average slope angle can be calculated by:
Save s tany1 w 2 HcorWco x

Ž 1b .

As consistent as measurements of these morphometric parameters may be, there will always be a
subjective element that introduces errors when making these determinations. We agree with the estimate
of Dohrenwend et al. Ž1986. that measured values of
the various morphometric parameters probably have
an uncertainty of "10 to 15%.

5. Field and map analysis of cone degradation
For morphometric and degradational analysis,
scoria cones of the San Francisco volcanic field were
grouped into five age categories based on the available geologic maps ŽMoore and Wolfe, 1987;
Newhall et al., 1987; Ulrich and Bailey, 1987; Wolfe
et al., 1987a,b. and the affiliated chronometric data
also listed in companion publications ŽTanaka et al.,
1986, 1990.. From youngest to oldest their age groups
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were: Holocene–latest Pleistocene Ž0 to 0.16 m.y..,
middle Pleistocene Ž0.16 to 0.73 m.y.., early Pleistocene Ž0.73 to 2.0 m.y.., early Pleistocene–late
Pliocene Žmostly 2.0 to 2.48 m.y., but including
some cones mapped in a broad unit of 0.73 to 2.48
m.y.., and Pliocene Ž2.48 to 5.0 m.y... Since remanent magnetism was determined for over 650 sites,
their sampling was comprehensive. They report that
polarity-chronostratigraphic assignments were made
for all eruptive units represented by basaltic vents,
for most of the lava flows, and for most intermediate
to silicic volcanic units. However, some basaltic
rocks having stratigraphic positions near polarity
chronozone boundaries could not be placed with
certainty into a specific polarity chronozone. This
resulted in several Žusually older. scoria cones having a poorly-defined age assignment that was not
acceptable for analysis. The age categories are not
necessarily consistent with established age classifications and are strongly influenced by three magnetopolarity sequences: Bruhnes Normal-Polarity
Chronozone Ž0.73 m.y. to present., Matuyama Reversed-Polarity Chronozone Ž2.48 to 0.73 m.y.., and
the pre-Matuyama Chronozone Žabout 5.0 to 2.48
m.y...
Three hundred and ninety scoria cones were
counted in the San Francisco volcanic field, although
the actual number remains somewhat uncertain since
some of these volcanic landforms could have been
misclassified. The final statistical analysis included
just 237 of these cones for reasons that will be
explained below. For example, morphometry was
actually measured for an additional 28 cones, but
they could not be placed with certainty into one of
the five age groups because their assigned ages were
too broad. These cones were later given relative ages
ŽHooper, 1994.. Also deleted from the final analysis
was an assortment of 78 cones from the various age
groups. Maximum slope angle measurements were
made for these cones, but their complete morphometry could not be calculated because of either a severe
elongation in one direction, extensive breaching,
multiple vents, or a poorly-defined cone base.
A small number of conical landforms less than
about 30 m high was excluded from the geomorphologic analysis because they could not be distinguished with confidence from spatter cones. Some of
these small cones may represent vents that did not
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Table 1
Major morphometric parameters for cone age groups in the San Francisco volcanic field, AZ
Cone age group

n

Mean Hco rWco
Ž"1 s .

Mean maximum
slope angle
Ž"1 s .

Mean average
slope angle
Ž"1 s .

Holocene–Latest Pleistocene Ž0–0.16 m.y..
Middle Pleistocene Ž0.16–0.73 m.y..
Early Pleistocene Ž0.73–2.0 m.y..
Early Pleistocene–Late Pliocene Ž0.73–2.48 m.y..
Pliocene Ž2.48–5.0 m.y..

12
91
20
87
27

0.178 " 0.041
0.135 " 0.028
0.113 " 0.027
0.091 " 0.025
0.077 " 0.024

29.7 " 4.28
25.4 " 3.78
23.6 " 4.88
21.4 " 5.18
20.5 " 5.88a

26.4 " 7.38
18.1 " 4.98
13.4 " 3.28
10.6 " 3.68
8.7 " 2.78

n s number of cones, Hco rWco s cone heightrcone width ratio, and each parameter is listed with one standard deviation Ž"1 s ..
Failed Mann–Whitney U test with early Pleistocene–late Pliocene.

a

reach their mature forms. For example, McGetchin et
al. Ž1974. describe four stages in the growth of a
scoria cone. By using Northeast Crater ŽMount Etna,
ŽMexico. as examples, they
Sicily. and Parıcutin
´
report that a scoria cone reaches a fully-developed
morphology at a height of approximately 50–60 m.
This is when the external talus slope dictates the
overall coneform, having buried the earlier, lowrimmed mantle-bedded pyroclastic ring.
The remainder of the 390 cones was dismissed
because of an uncertain or exceedingly broad age
assignment Žas marked on the geologic maps. or a
morphometry that was unable to be measured because of an indistinct or buried cone base or some
other morphologic peculiarity. Included in the category of ‘indistinct cone base’ were a few old ŽPliocene., highly degraded, low conical hills with relief
like an inverted shield.
The five age groups in the San Francisco field
provide a temporally-distinct series of cones with
which to examine the progressive changes in cone
morphology Žsee Fig. 3.. An inspection of the morphometric parameters for the 237 cones in Table 1
reveals a systematic decrease in Hco rWco and slope
values with an increase in age. Holocene–latest

Pleistocene cones have a mean Hco rWco value of
0.178, which decreases to a mean Hco rWco value of
0.077 for the oldest group of Pliocene cones. For
Holocene–latest Pleistocene cones the mean maximum slope angle is 29.78 and the mean average
slope angle is 26.48. For the older Pliocene cone
group, the mean maximum slope angle decreases to
20.58 and the mean average slope angle decreases to
8.78. The detailed morphometry for the San Francisco and Springerville cones is listed in Hooper
Ž1994.. A similar pattern of erosional modification
has been observed by other authors in different
volcanic fields ŽScott and Trask, 1971; Bloomfield,
1975; Wood, 1980b; Luhr and Carmichael, 1981;
Dohrenwend et al., 1986..
Morphometric analysis also reveals a slight decrease with increasing age in the standard deviation
or variability of the Hco rWco ratio and the average
slope angle ŽTable 1.. This leads to a geomorphologically interesting inference that cone form becomes
more uniform with increasing age. Conversely, the
variability of the maximum slope angle increases
with increasing age, suggesting that many cones are
able to retain at least one steep-sloped flank during
the life span of the cone. This trend is most likely a

Table 2
Major morphometric parameters for cone age groups in the Springerville volcanic field, AZ
Cone age group

n

Mean Hco rWco
Ž"1 s .

Mean maximum slope angle
Ž"1 s .

Mean average slope angle
Ž"1 s .

Middle Pleistocene Ž0.3–0.97 m.y..
Early Pleistocene Ž0.97–1.67 m.y..
Late Pliocene Ž1.67–1.87 m.y..

41
92
19

0.127 " 0.021
0.109 " 0.026
0.080 " 0.026

24.7 " 3.68
22.3 " 4.38
18.3 " 5.28

15.6 " 3.58
13.0 " 3.88
9.3 " 3.08

n s number of cones, Hco rWco s cone heightrcone width ratio, and each parameter is listed with one standard deviation Ž"1 s ..
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manifestation of an initial coneform that was not
perfectly symmetrical or contained a heterogeneous
internal unit Že.g., resistant agglutinate..
The San Francisco volcanic field is bordered on
the south and southwest by a group of Miocene–early
Pliocene volcanic rocks informally referred to as
‘rim basalts’ Že.g., Wood, 1980b; Tanaka et al.,
1986, 1990. because they occur along the Mogollon
Rim, the physiographic feature that defines the
southern margin of the Colorado Plateau. Potassium–Argon ages suggest rim basalt volcanism is
primarily Miocene in age and occurred during the
period from 5 to 8 m.y. ŽLuedke and Smith, 1978;
Reynolds, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1990.. As an ancillary
data set to study highly degraded scoria cones older
than 5 m.y., we will briefly discuss a group of 25
cones along the loosely defined southwest margin of
the San Francisco field westward to the vicinity of
the town of Ash Fork Žsee Fig. 3.. This group of
mostly Miocene-age cones has a mean Hco rWco
ratio of 0.058 " 0.024, a mean maximum slope angle
of 15.1 " 6.28, and a mean average slope angle of
6.6 " 2.78 ŽHooper, 1994.. Supporting low Hco rWco
values and diminished slope angles, these cones
display the anticipated trend of increasing erosional
modification with increasing age. The lava flows and
scoria cones of rim basalt age may be genetically
distinct from the highly varied lavas of the San
Francisco volcanic field, but we make the assumption that they form a continuous geomorphologic
sequence and offer a continuation of the degradational pattern seen in the younger cones of the San
Francisco field.
Geologic maps by Condit Ž1991, 1995., and Condit et al. Žin press. divide the volcanic rocks of the
Springerville field into five categories, three of which
contain an adequate number of scoria cones for
statistical analysis. From youngest to oldest, the
three cone age groups defined from the available
geologic maps are: middle Pleistocene Ž0.3 to 0.97
m.y.., early Pleistocene Ž0.97 to 1.67 m.y.., and late
Pliocene Ž1.67 to 1.87 m.y... Using the same procedures and criteria as in the San Francisco field,
complete morphometric parameters were calculated
for 152 of the approximately 205 scoria cones in the
Springerville volcanic field ŽTable 2 and Fig. 4..
Excluded from the analysis in Table 2 were 27 cones
with only measurements of maximum cone slope
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Fig. 5. Histograms for each of the major morphometric parameters
for scoria cones in the San Francisco volcanic field. Total number
of cones is 237. Ža. Cone heightrcone width ratio Ž Hco r Wco .. Žb.
Maximum cone slope angle. Žc. Average cone slope angle.
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angle. Variations in cone morphometry with time
repeat the same trends that were found in the San
Francisco field.
Figs. 5 and 6 display the relative frequency distribution for each of the morphometric parameters.
Because these parameters have relatively large standard deviations ŽTables 1 and 2., Mann–Whitney U
tests were performed to compare the distribution
between cone age groups. Using a significance level
of a s 0.05, the statistical tests were conducted for
each age group in both volcanic fields. Each of the
Hco rWco , maximum slope angle, and average slope
angle parameters were checked. Of all these statistical analyses, only the maximum slope evaluation
between early Pleistocene–late Pliocene and Pliocene
cones in the San Francisco volcanic field resulted in
a test that showed no difference between the population distribution of the age groups. Therefore, we
will treat each cone age group as a distinct population.
The ratio of crater depth to crater width Ž Dcr rWcr .
was observed to decrease with time. Applying examples from both volcanic fields, 14 scoria cones with
craters were used in a cursory examination of this
trend. The criteria for selection were that each cone
had to have a radiometric age Žor similar chronostratigraphic data. with a narrow range of error and
that each cone had an unbreached crater. This strict
combination eliminated many potential examples.
After plotting an exponential fit Žas well as a linear
fit. to the selected population, we can infer that the
average scoria cone in these two Arizona volcanic
fields will lose its crater to erosion after approximately 1.25 m.y. ŽFig. 7..
The general, long-term morphologic changes experienced by a scoria cone in the semi-arid study
sites of Arizona can be summarized. After the conclusion of eruptive activity, the typical scoria cone
will have a conical to slightly elongated shape ŽFig.
8.. The summit crater is often bowl-shaped, but can
also be elongated or elliptical. Some cones are
breached during construction, causing uneven crater

Fig. 6. Histograms for each of the major morphometric parameters
for scoria cones in the Springerville volcanic field. Total number
of cones is 152. Ža. Cone heightrcone width ratio Ž Hco r Wco .. Žb.
Maximum cone slope angle. Žc. Average cone slope angle.
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Fig. 7. Fourteen scoria cones from both volcanic fields were used
to plot the decrease in the ratio of crater depth to crater width
Ž Dcr r Wcr . with time. Error bars for the age determinations and
the exponential fit are shown.

rim heights or other irregularities. Downslope transport of the pyroclastic material is accomplished by a
variety of processes, such as overland flow and
rainsplash ŽHooper, 1994; unpub. data.. Rill and
debris flow processes may also contribute to the
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erosional modification of these landforms ŽDohrenwend et al., 1986; Renault, 1989.. The transport of
material to the cone periphery will increase the
debris-apron volume and enlarge the basal diameter
of the cone. Changes are also seen within the crater
as crater depth decreases by slumping, debris flows,
and the general downslope transport of material that
was previously a constituent of the crater rim or
crater wall. Such degradational changes have been
observed by Inbar et al. Ž1994., who report 10 m of
infilling since 1957 in the Parıcutin
crater, Mexico.
´
While a crater is being partially infilled by erosional
processes, a gully may breach a progressively lowering crater rim, thus producing a second type of
breach. Cone height progressively decreases to the
point that the crater will be completely removed by
erosion and the cone may now resemble a cinder
dome or mound. The eventual obscuration and removal of the crater due to erosion signifies the loss
of a distinguishing characteristic of these volcanic
landforms. In a simple classification, youthful cones
possess a crater while older cones have lost the
crater to erosion. Further erosion reduces the cone to

Fig. 8. Merriam Crater ŽV3036. in the San Francisco volcanic field has the typical morphology of a youthful, late Pleistocene cone. It is 370
m high with steep slopes, radial symmetry, and a sharp-rimmed crater Žpartially visible in the photograph taken with a view to the
northeast.. Merriam Crater has been dated at 0.15 " 0.03 m.y. Žsee Tanaka et al., 1990..
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Fig. 9. Photograph of an unnamed cone ŽV2133. near Ash Fork, AZ, along the margin of the San Francisco volcanic field Žsee Fig. 3 and
text.. It has been mapped as part of a Miocene–early Pliocene group of volcanic rocks ŽLuedke and Smith, 1978. and demonstrates the
typical profile of an ‘old’, degraded scoria cone that has lost its crater to erosional processes. The cone is 67 m high and was photographed
looking northwest.

a low-relief or shield-like hill with minimal slope
angles ŽFig. 9.. These degraded cones are often
overlooked as researchers concentrate on the more
youthful volcanoes.
Additionally, gullies are present on many of the
cones in each study site. The youngest cones do not
have gullies because the infiltration capacity is too
high and runoff is unable to be generated. Incipient
gully formation is characterized by unevenly spaced
rills and gullies, usually occurring along the lower
cone slopes near the base. On older cones they
increase in width and depth until culminating in
large, widely-spaced gullies or ravines.

6. Diffusion-equation model
The analytical models of Culling Ž1960, 1963,
1965. represented the first attempt to develop a
mathematical theory of slope erosion with a general
diffusion-like equation similar to that derived by
Fourier Ž1878. for the conduction of heat in solids,

or by Fick Ž1855. for chemical dispersion. More
recently, several workers have applied a diffusionequation model to two-dimensional profiles to estimate the age of fault scarps and marine, lacustrine,
or fluvial terrace scarps Že.g., Nash, 1980a,b, 1984;
Colman and Watson, 1983; Hanks et al., 1984;
Mayer, 1984; Andrews and Hanks, 1985; Pierce and
Colman, 1986; Andrews and Bucknam, 1987.. Bursik Ž1991. used a similarity solution to a generalized
diffusion equation to estimate the relative ages of
glacial moraines in the Sierra Nevada, CA.
Fundamental assumptions of a diffusion-equation
model include local conservation of mass and
downslope transport proceeding at a rate proportional to a power of the slope and slope length. In
one spatial dimension, this can be expressed as:
M s Dx m

Ez

ž /
Ex

n

Ž 2.

where M is the rate of downslope transport or mass
flux, D is a constant of proportionality Žwhere the
transport rate coefficient and density have been com-
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bined to produce the diffusion coefficient. that is
assumed not to vary with position or time, x is a
horizontal distance, E zrE x is the topographic gradient for a profile orthogonal to the hillslope. The
exponential parameters m and n are a function of the
erosional process and are discussed below.
Sediment transport processes on slopes are either
linearly diffusive if downslope movement is directly
proportional to the surface gradient to the first power,
or nonlinearly diffusive if downslope movement is
more dependent upon slope length and not proportional simply to the local slope raised to the first
power. Linear diffusive agents of erosion include
rainsplash Žraindrop impact., soil creep, freeze–thaw
movements, and bioturbation Že.g., Culling, 1960,
1963, 1965; Kirkby, 1971; Carson and Kirkby, 1972;
Pierce and Colman, 1986; Colman, 1987.. For these
processes the downslope movement is directly proportional to surface gradient to the first power and
m s 0 and n s 1.
Dynamic simulation models that treat the transport of material must consider the conservation of
mass. Such continuity relations have been applied to
hillslopes ŽKirkby, 1971. and require that an increase
or decrease in the downslope flow rate of material
over a straight line segment of the hillslope will
cause the elevation of the segment to decrease or
increase with time. Using the simpler form for one
spatial dimension, this relationship can be expressed
as:

Ez
Et

EM
s

Ž 3.

Ex

where t is time and the other terms have previously
been defined.
Finally, combining Eqs. Ž2. and Ž3. yields the
linear diffusion equation, which can be written to
describe a three-dimensional landform:

Ez
Et

s Dx

E 2z
E x2

q Dy

E 2z
E y2

Ž 4.

where x is the first horizontal coordinate direction, y
is the second horizontal coordinate direction, z is the
vertical coordinate direction or elevation, Dx is the
diffusion coefficient in the x-direction, and Dy is the
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diffusion coefficient in the y-direction. This equation
assumes the rate of diffusive flow varies according
to direction Ži.e., it is anisotropic. and can easily be
simplified for isotropic diffusion. Rigorous mathematical methods of solution and a discussion of
initial and boundary conditions can be found in the
standard works of Carslaw and Jaeger Ž1959. and
Crank Ž1975..
A second category of transport processes to be
modeled follows a nonlinear transport law. These
include slope wash Žsoil wash or sheet wash. both
with and without gullying. Because these transport
processes are slope-length dependent, they are more
complex to describe mathematically, yielding approximately m s 0.3–1.0 and n s 1.3–2 for slope
wash without gullying; and m s 1–2 and n s 1.3–2
for slope wash with gullying Že.g., Kirkby, 1971;
Carson and Kirkby, 1972; Pierce and Colman, 1986;
Colman, 1987.. To deal with the nonlinear behavior
of these processes, but in the context that linear
diffusion is still to be the first-order approximation, a
generalization of Eq. Ž4. can be written as:

Ez
Et

E
s

Ex

Ez

ž /

F x,

Ex

E
q

Ey

Ez

ž /

F y,

Ey

Ž 5.

where the function F is arbitrary, making downslope
transport or mass flux a nonlinear function of slope.
The diffusion coefficient is incorporated in function
F.
For computer applications and a numerical solution, the diffusion equation was translated to a
three-dimensional, explicit finite-difference scheme
utilizing a grid of unit cells, each with a topographic
elevation Ž z-direction. and extending in the x- and
y-directions. Taylor series expansion can be used to
convert the diffusion equation to a finite-difference
form Že.g., Richtmyer and Morton, 1967; Harbaugh
and Bonham-Carter, 1970; Crank, 1975.. Finite-difference analysis simulates the movement of material
into Žaggradation. or out of Žerosion. the cell being
evaluated in a manner proportional to the elevation
difference between neighboring cells Ži.e., slope. and
the erodibility Ži.e., diffusion coefficient. between
cells. Mass flux is checked so that it cannot exceed
the amount of available sediment.
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7. Computer simulation
Our approach to computer simulation is to begin
with a simplified model and then enhance the model
as physical parameters and processes become better
understood. The various erosional processes occur at
different frequencies, rates, and seasons. A
diffusion-equation model is an approximation of these
complex processes. For this study, computer simulation by a numerical model treats the internal structure of a scoria cone—loose pyroclastic layers occasionally interbedded with agglutinated layers or lava
flows—as a homogeneous unit that does not produce
a significant variation in erosion rate when observed
over a period of tens to hundreds of thousands of
years. We assume that each cone is monogenetic
Že.g., Macdonald, 1972; Bloomfield, 1975; Williams
and McBirney, 1979; Wood, 1979. rather than polycyclic or episodic Že.g., Turrin and Renne, 1987;
Crowe et al., 1988, 1989; Renault et al., 1988;
Renault, 1989; Wells et al., 1990, 1992.. Furthermore, we must make certain assumptions regarding
lithology and composition. Using data supplied by
Settle Ž1979., Wood Ž1980a. compiled the morphometric relationships for 910 cones of various ages
from several volcanic regions. He concluded that the
ratios for cone heightrwidth Ž Hco rWco . and crater
widthrcone width ŽWcr rWco . apparently remain consistent for cones in diverse tectonic settings, and that
these morphometric relationships appear to be valid
for a wide range of particle size and chemistry. He
further stated that cone slopes Žangle of repose. are
not strongly dependent on the particle size distribution of constituent fragments. For the model presented in this study, we concur with the conclusions
of Wood Ž1980a.. Finally, for the simulations presented in this report, we have used the simplest
geometry for these conical landforms. The model
cone is symmetrical rather than slightly elongated or
even breached.

Table 3
Parameters and initial values for the finite-difference grid and
modeled scoria cone
Cell size
Grid or matrix size
Cone height Ž Hco .
Cone width or basal diameter ŽWco .
Cone heightrwidth ratio Ž Hco r Wco .
Crater width or crater diameter ŽWcr .
Crater depth Ž Dcr .
Crater widthrcone width ratio ŽWcr r Wco .
Crater depthrcrater width Ž Dcr r Wcr .
Initial maximum and average cone slope
Volume

4=4 m
400=400 cells
170 m
876 m
0.194
292 m
67 m
0.333
0.229
30.28
50.0=10 6 m3

The simulation of cone erosion employed a cell
size of 4 = 4 m and operated upon a 400 = 400
Ž1600 = 1600 m. grid or matrix of elevation values
from a digitized scoria cone with a fully-developed,
youthful, and idealized morphology. The initial morphology of the model or test cone used in the
simulations approximated a right circular cone truncated at the top by a smaller inverted cone to simulate the summit crater. Geometry of the model cone
was determined by measuring from topographic maps
the morphometry of 70 unbreached, Holocene to
latest Pleistocene cones from several volcanic fields
in a variety of locations, including Hawaii, western
USA, Mt. Etna ŽSicily., Kamchatka ŽRussia., and the
Trans-Mexican volcanic belt. The morphometric parameters of these cones are listed in Hooper Ž1994,
1995.. The objective of this selection was to obtain
the idealized morphology of a conical, unbreached
scoria cone. Geometric relations and the arithmetic
means were then used to construct the model cone
that was used in the simulations ŽTable 3..
Computer simulation was stopped after 300,000
time steps. A time step or time increment is one pass
through the computer algorithm evaluating the grid
of digital topography. Because the selected finite-difference scheme can produce an unstable solution, the

Fig. 10. Ža–h.. Profiles taken at appropriate time intervals during computer-simulated erosion record the changing morphology of the model
scoria cone. These profiles pass through the center of the model cone and are displayed without vertical exaggeration. Degradation
progresses from the initial conical form Žtime step 0., through rounding of the crater rim and crater degradation, through a stage with a
mound or shield-like hill, and finally into a nearly flat landform Žtime step 300,000.. The crater has been completely removed by erosion by
time step 6500 for the nonlinear model and by time step 15,500 for the linear model. A time step Žor time increment. is one pass through the
computer algorithm evaluating the grid of unit cells.
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time step and diffusion coefficient must be kept
sufficiently small to prevent amplification of errors
or oscillations in the solution Že.g., Crank, 1975..
Each simulation was conducted with a model diffusion coefficient of Dm s 1.0 m2rtime step for the
linear model and Dm s 1.0 mrtime step for the
nonlinear version of the erosion model. Regarding
units, in a linear model the diffusion term has dimensions wlength2rtimex and is often expressed in a

geomorphologic study in units of square meters per
thousand years wm2rkyrx. For the nonlinear derivation, the diffusion term has dimensions wlengthrtimex
and has units of meters per thousand years wmrkyrx.
Marking the final assignment of all parameters, simulations employing the linear Žcreep and rainsplash.
model used values of m s 0 and n s 1 in Eq. Ž2.,
while the nonlinear Žslope wash with gullying. model
operated with values of m s 2 and n s 2.

Fig. 11. A series of photographs was assembled to display the results from the application of the linear diffusion-equation model.
Three-dimensional perspectives or views exhibit different degradational stages in the erosion of the model cone. Using the visualization
algorithm by Kover Ž1995., each image is a shaded digital terrain model ŽDTM. and was constructed by connecting data triplets Ž x, y, z . to
form a network of triangles ŽTIN or triangulated irregular network.. Each color band represents a thickness of approximately 11.3 m. The
stages of simulated erosion are: Ža. time step 0, Žb. time step 2500, Žc. time step 6500, Žd. time step 15,500, Že. time step 50,000, and Žf.
time step 300,000.
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Progressive degradation was observed from the
initial conical form Žtime step 0., through rounding
of the crater rim and crater degradation, through a
stage with a mound or shield-like hill, and finally
into a severely degraded, low-relief landform with a
low Hco rWco ratio. These morphologic changes are
demonstrated by a series of profiles or cross-sections
taken through the center of the model cone during
simulated erosion ŽFig. 10. and by three-dimensional
perspectives of critical time steps ŽFigs. 11 and 12..
The characteristic form of the cone flanks in these
profiles illustrates a fundamental difference in hill-
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slope processes which can be summarized by stating
that the relatively slow mass movement by simulated
soil creep and rainsplash processes yields a convex
hillslope typical of linear diffusion, whereas relatively more rapid mass movement from simulated
overland flow processes such as slope wash yields a
concave hillslope typical of nonlinear transport laws.
As the three-dimensional views in Fig. 12 illustrate, the nonlinear model does not show individual
gullies as in cellular automata models Že.g., Chase,
1992; Murray and Paola, 1994.. For long-term elevation changes it is necessary to model the average

Fig. 12. This series of photographs displays the results of the nonlinear Žslope wash with gullying. transport model. Each color band
represents a thickness of approximately 11.3 m. The stages of simulated erosion are: Ža. time step 0, Žb. time step 2500, Žc. time step 6500,
Žd. time step 15,500, Že. time step 50,000, and Žf. time step 300,000.
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effect of the degradational processes with time.
Therefore, the aggregate effect of all processes or
events is modeled and each time step represents how
the cone is expected to look, on average, at any
given time. This causes our model cone to appear
smoother than its field equivalent.
The difference in erosion rate between the two
transport laws is further demonstrated by recording
when the point of greatest elevation on the cone
shifts from the crater rim to a point in the center of
the cone following the obscuration or complete removal of the crater by erosion. This transition in
maximum elevation occurs approximately at time

step 6500 for the nonlinear model and time step
15,500 for the linear model Žsee Figs. 10–12..
Additional results from the computer simulations
are displayed in Fig. 13, which depicts the reduction
in Hco rWco , maximum slope angle, and average
slope angle with increasing age Žmeasured in time
steps. for both versions of the numerical model.
Maximum cone slope angle was calculated over a
five-cell Žor 20-m. interval. This spacing was selected to approximate the horizontal distance used in
measuring the maximum slope angle from topographic maps, yet not sacrificing the greater detail
provided by the grid network in the simulations. The

Fig. 13. Plots depicting the decrease in the major morphometric parameters with increasing age Žmeasured in time steps. for computersimulated erosion of the modeled scoria cone by two different transport laws. Ža. Cone heightrcone width ratio Ž Hco rWco .. Žb. Maximum
cone slope angle. Žc. Average cone slope angle. The nickpoint around time step 15,500 Žlinear model. is related to crater degradation.
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initial maximum slope angle for the model cone is
30.28, but this slope is only maintained for the first
300 time steps by the nonlinear model, while the
linear model preserves this maximum slope angle for
2150 time steps.
We can begin to demonstrate how our numerical
model can be modified to treat the naturally occurring variations found in scoria cone morphology. For
example, some cones have a crater rim or a portion
of a crater rim capped by more resistant agglutinated
layers forming a lava ruff or collar. To simulate this
condition, the algorithm was modified such that half
the crater rim was assigned a lower erosion rate by
reducing the diffusion coefficient, Dm . The width or
height of this resistant rim can be varied as well.
Several different combinations were selected and run
through the erosion model. As anticipated, these runs
produced a cone with uneven crater rims. Being
slower to erode, the rim with the resistant cap was
initially higher in elevation and generally more angu-
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lar in appearance. After the more resistant layer was
removed, this half of the cone, including flanks and
debris apron, proceeded with degradation in a manner similar in appearance and symmetry to the unaffected half. Fig. 14 features two simulation runs, one
with the linear and the other with the nonlinear
versions of the numerical model. For each of these
the resistant layer was set at 5 m thick and extended
downward from the top of the crater rim Žthe initial
morphology was not altered.. For the resistant layer
only, the diffusion coefficient in the linear model
was reduced to Dm s 0.01 m2rtime step Ž Dm s 0.01
mrtime step in the nonlinear version. rather than the
usual value of Dm s 1.0 m2rtime step Ž Dm s 1.0
mrtime step in the nonlinear version., which was
used elsewhere around the model cone and became
the sole value after removal of the resistant cap. The
resistant half of the crater rim appears on the righthand side of the cone in the figures. An additional
discussion on how the simulation algorithm can be

Fig. 14. Simulation runs using a more resistant Žlower diffusion coefficient, Dm . for the uppermost 5 m at the top of the right half of the
crater rim. Ža. The difference in erosional profiles at time step 20,000 with the linear diffusion-equation model. Žb. The difference in
erosional profiles at time step 3000 with the nonlinear model. See text for further explanation.
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cone age group with the Hco rWco values from computer simulations. This procedure yields a correlation
of results and requires an inverse-solution approach
to determine the diffusion coefficient for cone erosion in each volcanic field. The erosion rate in each

Fig. 15. Figures demonstrating the correlation of actual cone
degradation with model cone degradation. Mean Hco r Wco values
for the five cone age groups in the San Francisco volcanic field
are plotted versus the mean of their respective age groups Žconfidence limits omitted for clarity.. Superimposed upon these data
are the calibrated curves from the Ža. linear diffusion-equation
model ŽLIN. with Dm s1.0 m2 rtime step and Žb. nonlinear
model Žsimulating slope wash with gullying or SWG. with Dm s
1.0 mrtime step.

revised to treat secondary or external modifications
and on the omissions of the model can be found in
Hooper Ž1994, 1995..

8. Comparison of model and field results
One method by which to compare field and model
data is to match the mean Hco rWco values for each

Fig. 16. Figures demonstrating the correlation of actual cone
degradation with model cone degradation. Mean Hco r Wco values
for the three cone age groups in the Springerville volcanic field
are plotted versus the mean of their respective age groups Žconfidence limits omitted for clarity.. Superimposed upon these data
are the calibrated curves from the Ža. linear diffusion-equation
model ŽLIN. with Dm s1.0 m2 rtime step and Žb. nonlinear
model Žsimulating slope wash with gullying or SWG. with Dm s
1.0 mrtime step. The late Pliocene cone group plots below the
anticipated values derived from the simulation. This may indicate
a period of increased erosion.
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Table 4
Comparison of calculated diffusion coefficient Ž Df . values for several basaltic volcanic fields
Volcanic fieldrlocation

Linear model Df
Žm2 rkyr.

Nonlinear model Df
Žmrkyr.

Climate

Mean annual
precipitation
Žmm.

Source for
precipitation
data

Michoacan-Guanajuato
´
Žcentral Mexico. a
Springerville ŽAZ, USA.
San Francisco ŽAZ, USA.
Cima ŽCA, USA. b

124.6

22.2

Temperate–tropical

710

Semi-arid
Semi-arid
Arid

480
435
110

Mosino-Aleman
˜
´ and
Garcıa,
´ 1974
Sellers and Hill, 1974
Sellers and Hill, 1974
Ruffner, 1985

24.4
21.4 c
8.2

6.3
5.3
1.5

a

Data for the Michoacan-Guanajuato
volcanic field from Hooper Ž1994, 1995..
´
Data for the Cima volcanic field from Hooper Ž1994..
c
This value was reported as 24.1 m2rkyr in Hooper Ž1995., but it has since been recalculated after placing the Pleistocene–Pliocene
boundary back at 2 m.y., as was used by the original workers ŽWolfe, pers. comm., 1995. when compiling their correlation diagrams for the
geologic maps of the San Francisco volcanic field. This boundary has most recently been placed at 1.64 m.y. Že.g., Aguirre and Pasini,
1985. and a brief note on this topic is included in the geologic maps ŽMoore and Wolfe, 1987; Newhall et al., 1987; Ulrich and Bailey,
1987; Wolfe et al., 1987a,b.. For the nonlinear model, this correction actually improved the fit between model and actual cone groups and
the Df value was not changed.
b

Table 5
Diffusion coefficient Ž Df . values for various geomorphologic and environmental settings
Location and geologic structure

Df Žm2 rkyr.

Source

Lake Algonquin wave-cut bluffs, MI ŽUSA.
Nipissing Great Lakes, wave-cut bluffs, MI ŽUSA.

12
12

Nash, 1980a

Drum Mountains fault scarps, UT ŽUSA.

0.44

Nash, 1980b

Lake Bonneville shoreline scarps, UT ŽUSA.

0.9

Colman and Watson, 1983

Santa Cruz sea cliffs, CA ŽUSA.
Lake Bonneville shoreline scarps, UT ŽUSA.
Raymond fault scarp, CA ŽUSA.
Drum Mountains, Fish Springs Range, Oquirrh Mountains, and
Sheeprock Mountains fault scarps, UT ŽUSA.

11
1.1
16
1.1

Hanks et al., 1984

West Yellowstone Basin fluvial terrace scarps, MT ŽUSA.

2.00 " 0.38

Nash, 1984 ŽTable 3.

Delta progradation
Fraser River, British Columbia ŽCanada.
Rhine River at Lake Constance ŽGermany–Switzerland–Austria.
Mississippi River ŽSW Pass., LA ŽUSA.

2.4 = 10 7
3.0 = 10 7
5.6 = 10 8

Kenyon and Turcotte, 1985

Hillslope erosion of peridotite sheet, New Caledonia
ŽFrench overseas territory.

1.8 = 10 4

Moretti and Turcotte, 1985

Lake Bonneville shoreline scarps, UT ŽUSA.
Drum Mountains fault scarps, UT ŽUSA.

0.57 to 0.98
0.57 to 0.98

Pierce and Colman, 1986 ŽTable 5. a

Lake Bonneville shoreline scarps, UT ŽUSA.

0.46

Andrews and Bucknam, 1987
ŽTable 1. b

Lake Lahontan shoreline scarps, NV ŽUSA.

0.90

Olympic Peninsula hollows, WA ŽUSA.

4.2 " 2.3

Reneau et al., 1989

Lee Vining Canyon, lateral moraines, CA ŽUSA.

4.1, 5.3

M. Bursik Žunpublished data.

a
b

Normalized to scarp height and orientation.
Linear plus cubic transport law.
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volcanic field can be determined by solving for Df
in the simple yet powerful relationship:
Df t f s Dm t m

Ž 6.

where Df is the diffusion coefficient for a cone age
group or a similar collection of cones in the volcanic
field, t f is the mean age for the cone age group or
cones in the volcanic field, Dm is the diffusion
coefficient used in the computer simulation model,
and t m is the model age as measured in computer
time steps or increments. The values for t m were
found when the Hco rWco values from computer
simulations matched the mean Hco rWco values for
each cone age group. Once this relationship has been
solved, the length of a computer time step can easily
be calculated as years per time step.
This correlation between changing HcorWco
value, cone age, and computer time step can be
expressed graphically and was used to derive comprehensive values of Df for each of the volcanic
fields ŽFigs. 15 and 16.. For the San Francisco field,
Df had a calculated value of 21.4 m2rkyr for the
linear model and 5.3 mrkyr for the nonlinear model,
while for the Springerville field Df had a calculated
value of 24.4 m2rkyr for the linear model and 6.3
mrkyr for the nonlinear model. These measures of
the degradation rate of basaltic scoria cones in a
volcanic field can be compared to other volcanic
fields for which they were obtained by the same
procedure ŽTable 4.. An increase in the Df value
indicates an increase in the effective erosion rate.
Since precipitation rates increase with an increase in
elevation in this region, the higher average elevation
for the Springerville field is probably the reason why
this field has a slightly higher erosion rate than the
San Francisco field.
The degradation of a variety of landforms has
been examined with a diffusion-equation approach.
While some authors refer to the Df parameter as the
transport coefficient, our results are similar to these
other studies ŽTable 5.. Since most of the other
studies utilized a simpler, one-dimensional linear-diffusion model, these differences may be attributed to
variations in climate, age or type of landform, model
type, and lithology or nature of slope material.
Normalized profiles were assembled to assess the
fit of field data to model data, thereby serving as a
method of comparative analysis to test the validity of

Fig. 17. The profile from an actual cone in a volcanic field can be
fitted to a corresponding ‘best-fit’ normalized profile from the
numerical simulation to assess the conformity of actual Žor field.
data to model data. This figure compares the fit of a profile from
SP Mountain ŽV5703., a latest Pleistocene age cone in the San
Francisco field Žsee Fig. 2a., to a normalized computer Žor
synthetic. profile generated by the linear diffusion-equation model
at time step 400. The field profile of SP Mountain trends northwest–southeast. All profiles are displayed without vertical exaggeration. wThe location of each cone is identified by a four-digit
numbering system, as established by Moore and Wolfe Ž1987.,
Newhall et al. Ž1987., Ulrich and Bailey Ž1987., and Wolfe et al.
Ž1987a,b.. The first digit of the vent number represents the
township Žsecond digit of the township number., the second digit
represents the range, and the last two digits are the section number
in which the site is located.x

the model. The profile of a selected cone can easily
be constructed from a topographic map or a field
photograph Žafter applying standard photogrammetric techniques for an approximate calibration.. A
variety of normalized profiles from the computer
simulation can then be matched against the actual
cone profile. Although a limitless number of profiles
can be constructed, several examples of comparative
profiles taken through the center of a cone are shown
in Figs. 17–20. For this example the criterion for fit
of the field profile to the model profile is empirical
or ‘best-fit’ rather than statistical, although more

Fig. 18. This figure compares the fit of a profile of an unnamed
cone ŽV3202. with an early Pleistocene–late Pliocene age in the
San Francisco field Žsee Fig. 2b. to a normalized computer profile
from time step 21,000 of the linear model.
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9. Comparative morphology and geomorphologic
dating

Fig. 19. This illustration compares the fit of a profile of an
unnamed cone ŽV8604. with a middle Pleistocene age in the
Springerville field to a normalized computer profile from time
step 6500 of the nonlinear model.

mathematically rigorous methods could be selected.
Most of the sets of normalized profiles exhibit a
creditable fit with the largest discrepancy being the
slight variation in crater morphology between examples of field and model cones. Other discrepancies
can be attributed to the nonsymmetrical form of
some cones due to the uneven dispersal of ejecta
during their formation.

Fig. 20. This figure compares the fit of a profile of an unnamed
cone ŽV2320. with a Pliocene age in the San Francisco field Žsee
Fig. 2c. to a normalized computer profile from Ža. the linear
diffusion-equation model at time step 80,000 and Žb. the nonlinear
model at time step 25,000. There is a similarity in morphology at
this stage, but the nonlinear model displays a more rapid erosion
rate.

The progressive changes in morphology and morphometry that a scoria cone experiences during erosion provide a basis for dating cones by a relative-age
scheme or a relative-age scheme calibrated by radiometric dates. A variety of techniques can be employed to estimate the age of cones not dated by
radiometric means. One example of dating cones of
unknown stratigraphic age was devised by Wood
Ž1980b.. He plotted cone height versus cone width
for 38 cones of assigned stratigraphic ages in the San
Francisco volcanic field, AZ. Field studies by Moore
et al. Ž1974, 1976. had produced informal age assignments ranging from Sunset Žyoungest. to Woodhouse Žoldest at a maximum of 3 m.y... Wood
Ž1980b. then determined least-squares fits for
Hco rWco ratios of Sunset plus Merriam, Tappan, and
Woodhouse ages. Then he analyzed the spread of
each group to conclude that Sunsetq Merriam age
cones have Hco rWco ratios greater than 0.15, the
oldest Woodhouse age cones have Hco rWco ratios
less than 0.06, and Tappan age cones occupy the
intermediate field. Finally, he plotted the Hco rWco
values of 28 cones of unknown stratigraphic age
against these critical Hco rWco lines to separate the
cones into the same age groups. This method was
applied to a pair of broad, poorly constrained cone
age groups from the San Francisco volcanic field
Žcones not used in Table 1. in an attempt to provide
more definitive age assignments ŽHooper, 1994..
While this technique is transferable to other fields,
the least-squares values are not, mostly because of
different erosion rates between volcanic fields.
Another approach was applied to 13 scoria cones
in the Colima volcanic field, Mexico ŽHooper, 1994;
Hooper and Sheridan, 1994; Hooper, 1995.. These
cones have not yet been dated by radiometric methods, but a relative-age scheme was devised based
upon their comparative morphology. The Hco rWco
ratio and maximum slope angle were determined for
each cone, and the resulting values were then ranked
or ordered. The sum of the rankings as well as the
degree of crater erosion determined the relative-age
placement Žor geomorphologic dating. of the cones.
Results from gully analysis were inconclusive, but
this methodology incorporates most of the available
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geomorphologic information. Using this simplistic
scheme of morphology and morphometry, each cone
was then placed into a relative-age group based on
the spread of the geomorphologic parameters.
The ratio of crater depth to crater width Ž Dcr rWcr .
was observed in both field and simulation studies to
decrease with increasing age. This indicates that the
Dcr rWcr parameter also has some usefulness as a
relative indicator of age for a youthful group of
cones Žsee Fig. 7.. Normalized cone cross-sectional
profiles Žsee Figs. 17–20. also offer another method
to study progressive changes in morphology and to
establish relative-age schemes, although they are not
as reliable as other methods because of the variability that is possible with a slight change in profile
direction.

10. Conclusion
We have quantitatively assessed the changing
morphology of a series of temporally-distinct scoria
cones in both the San Francisco and Springerville
volcanic fields of Arizona. The degradational evolution of these cones can be correlated with the length
of time they have been exposed to erosion. They
exhibit a progressive decrease with increasing age in
cone heightrwidth ratio, maximum slope angle, average slope angle, and crater depthrwidth ratio.
A numerical model based on the diffusion-equation was used in a first-order attempt to simulate the
degradational pattern witnessed in field observations
and map measurements. The initial version of the
model presented here was designed to simulate the
erosion of an idealized, symmetrical scoria cone. We
conclude that simulation results display a history of
degradation that is comparable to that observed in
field and map analysis. Variations in initial cone
form, internal structure, weathering environment,
welded or agglutinated layers, or external Žsecondary
or non-erosional. modifications may produce some
deviations in the morphologic parameters or in the
general erosion pattern. Detailed fieldwork can reveal the extent of these variations, which is especially important if work concentrates upon a small
number of cones, and then a modified erosional
history can be constructed.

Comparative morphology can serve as a potentially useful dating tool for volcanic fields. A cone of
unknown age can be loosely assigned an age by
comparing the morphometric parameters of the cone
in question with the spread of morphometric parameters occupied by a calibrated or dated group of cones
from the same volcanic field. The accuracy and
precision of these techniques does not permit them to
replace absolute age data, but they can separate, for
example, late Pleistocene scoria cones from early
Pleistocene cones. Therefore, morphology-derived
dating should always include an indication of the
uncertainties or confidence of the age estimates
ŽMayer, 1987.. The use of several morphometric or
morphologic parameters is recommended when constructing any relative-age scheme.
The correlation of results from numerical modeling and fieldrmap analyses provides the methodology to assess the rate of scoria cone degradation. The
indicator of the rate of erosion is the diffusion
coefficient. It is an empirical term, and thereby
incorporates several assumptions and uncertainties. It
is known to be a function of climate and lithology
Že.g., Mayer, 1984; Andrews and Hanks, 1985; Pierce
and Colman, 1986.. We have presented values for
the diffusion coefficient based on our study of the
degradation of scoria cones ŽTable 4., but additional
work remains to more clearly understand how and if
the diffusion coefficient varies as a function of time,
material properties Žincluding lithology and particle
size., vegetative covering, and climate. Wood
Ž1980b. was perhaps the first to note that a study of
cone morphology may offer information on past
climates. There is uncertainty in reconstructing past
climates, but it may be possible to correlate an
increase in the erosion rate for certain cone age
groups or subgroups with a possible increase in
effective rainfall ŽHooper, 1995.. A combination of
detailed chronometric data and a sufficient number
of cones covering the desired time period would be
required to identify any possible signature of an
erosion cycle or climatic fluctuation Žsee Fig. 16..
We have concentrated our numerical approach on
the two end-members of an erosion model in an
effort to compare simulation results to actual field
conditions. A review of both fieldrmap and simulation results shows support for both linear and nonlinear transport models in these Arizona volcanic fields.
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Many of the relatively older cones, such as those of
Pliocene age, possess a concave hillslope Žespecially
on the lower flanks. that can be approximated by a
nonlinear transport law. For the more youthful
Holocene and late Pleistocene cones, they often have
crater rims and summit regions that are rounded as if
they have been shaped by rainsplash or soil creep,
processes characteristic of a linear transport law. The
rims or summit regions of these younger cones can
be expected to have a porous cinder mantle with a
high infiltration capacity, whereas the lower flanks
of an older cone may be dominated by overland flow
Žboth channel and non-channel. and slope wash processes. Downslope transport on a scoria cone slope
most likely encompasses several erosional processes
that also vary in predominance during the lifespan of
the cone. Further geomorphologic analyses would
help to reveal the details of the complex hillslope
processes responsible for the degradational evolution
of these volcanic landforms.
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